
THE LAND OF BAD AND GOOD 
 

In the kingdom of Arcadia, everyone lives in fear of Asgoth the Terrible. All 
except Jamie. For Jamie has a secret weapon, Firefly the Dragon. If Jamie is 
brave enough to defeat the great wizard, the land of Arcadia could be free once 
more. 

*** 

In the beginning, one million years before dinosaurs, there was a portal of good 
and a wizard called Vandos. Vandos was making a potion of health so that no 
one would ever be sick again. One day when he made a potion, something went 
wrong and no one knew why. It made bad wizards and the land of good was 
destroyed. It also made a bad portal. 

Half a million years later, a bad wizard called Asgoth came along.  

A good wizard called Zendos was trying to destroy Asgoth, but Zendos was not 
powerful enough and someone else would have to destroy Asgoth. Jamie, who 
was a doctor, decided to help. At the same time Asgoth had found a sidekick 
called The Medusa. You might be thinking this is the actual Medusa, but this 
one was even worse! 

Asgoth had a plan. The plan was that The Medusa would turn Zendos into 
stone, making Asgoth even more powerful. The King, King Wilfred the Third, 
decided to help Zendos. The King brought the bravest Knight, William the 
Knight. 

Zendos found out that Asgoth was trying to turn him into stone and made a plan 
himself. Zendos would make a powerful mirror to turn The Medusa into stone, 
but he had to make her look at it. 

Zendos gave Jamie a wand and taught him some spells. Asgoth was no match 
for them. 

Asgoth found out what Zendos was doing with the mirror. Asgoth made goggles 
so that even if any mirrors would get in The Medusa’s way, she would still win 
and the world would be destroyed for ever. 

Jamie made health potions because he was a doctor and he was good at making 
medicine. It was a hard potion to make and even the greatest wizard in the 
world Vandos could not make it.  



When Jamie was making the potion, Zendos sent Jamie and William the Knight 
on a mission. They were going to go to another dimension called the Land of 
Freeze. It was a very cold world, about minus 500 degrees. When they got there, 
Jamie found a special crystal that he put and kept in his pocket. They also found 
a person frozen to ice. They knew someone else was there. It was Asgoth with 
The Medusa.  

William the Knight got his sword out. He tried his best not to look at The 
Medusa. Jamie turned the crystals he found in a dragon called Firefly. Zendos 
gave Jamie his potion, which Jamie gave to Firefly to drink. This made Firefly 
very strong and he could look at The Medusa. 

Asgoth and The Medusa drank another potion and disappeared. The Medusa 
trained her snakes and made more. Asgoth returned with an army of snakes.  

King Wilfred gave Zendos loads of soldiers and knights. Zendos also helped 
Jamie with his magic skills and taught Firefly to fight.  

Asgoth found out about Jamie’s potion and made one even more powerful. 

Jamie made heaps of his potion and added a little extra but not as much as 
Asgoth. 

King Wilfred died. Jamie knew something was up with The Medusa and 
Asgoth. Jamie found a snake and knew why. He told Zendos what had 
happened and took all the men, horses and Firefly to fight against the mighty 
army of The medusa and Asgoth. 

Asgoth was tricky to defeat but Jamie used some spells that no one knew. In the 
end it was just Jamie, William the Knight and Firefly versus The Medusa and 
Asgoth the wizard. The Medusa suffocated William the Knight. Jamie killed 
The Medusa but was hurt. It came down to Firefly versus Asgoth the wizard. 

It was a great battle and Firefly was losing, but got back into it and killed 
Asgoth the Terrible.  

Arcadia, the land of bad was destroyed and became New Arcadia, the land of 
good. Everyone was happy without fear. Zendos was proud of Jamie. Jamie was 
proud of Firefly. Jamie was named the King of New Arcadia, Land of Good. 
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